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Description of the approved project

Active youth for
active future

The project involves preparation and delivery of a training course for 24 participants (of whom minimum 16 young
people + experienced youth workers and career guiders) from 8 NGOs from Serbia, Albania, FYR Macedonia,
Germany, Italy, Greece and Romania. During the training, participants will be motivated, educated and encouraged,
through joint work, to promote and provide career guidance and counselling (CGC) in their communities. Young
participants will become the so called peer career guiders, while experienced career guiders will advance the existing
methods and develop new methods for working with youth.
The general training topic is reducing youth unemployment. The specific training topic is CGC as the most important
educational process in career making – enabling youth to choose a profession, i.e. vocational/high school and/or
university. Special attention will be paid to CGC for youth with disabilities.
The course will focus, in the context of the key theme and within specific segments, on the following topics: common
European values, cultural diversity, education, migrations and mobility of youth, youth with fewer opportunities.
Trainings will be based on methods and techniques of informal learning – workshops, role-playing, discussion, elearning, work visits, energizers… – which encourage creativity and active participation. Training course will consist of
several activity sets: Small Career Academy, team building activities, relaxation and motivation for learning, visit to the
City of Niš, cultural activities, creation of posters, NGO fair. Planned activities will encourage capacity-building and
innovation among promoters, as well as exchange of experience, expertise and good practice. In addition, the project
will motivate participating NGOs to build partnerships and jointly create quality projects for youth.
"Support and supervise volunteers for inclusion" is 7-days long training course that will be held from 12-20 June 2012
in Novi Sad, Serbia. The training course will gather 25 participants from 7 countries (Serbia, Croatia, Turkey, Slovenia,
Kosovo, FYR Macedonia and Italy).
The main themes of the training course are leading, supervision and mentoring youth workers and volunteers within
activities with marginalised groups, and thus more effectively improve proactive inclusion among youth (mainstream
and marginalised) and work on combating the social exclusion, for anti-discrimination and for solidarity in society.
Objectives:
- Motivate participants to and empower them for active promotion of combating social exclusion in their projects
- Empower them in effective leadership, management and supervision of the volunteers working with marginalised
groups
- Exchange practices from different countries on insights and perceptions about youth work with marginalised groups
- To develop more projects within YiA that is raising young people's awareness of everyone‟s responsibility in tackling
marginalisation and promoting inclusion of groups with fewer opportunities.
Project's activities are: preparation activities (including the participants, venue and travel, etc.), the training course with
active participation of participants and the evaluation of the participants and the partners, with meeting on the spot of
the team and online evaluation meeting of all the partners.
Training course will be organised on concepts, principles and methodology of non-formal education, where the
programme and methods will be adapted upon the profile of participants. In order that each individual gets the most out
of our sessions, the methods used will be to make sure that the educational experience is geared towards participants‟
particular style of learning.
CNELL, applicant organisation is also hosting this activity, besides sending participants from Serbia to the course.
Project “Raise your voice, move the other!” is training course on campaigning for active youth and social inclusion in
local community, especially in small rural areas in European countries where youth is not involved in local activism and
decision making process enough, and social exclusion can be very strong. Due to lack of interest from local authorities
to solve the problems of youth, these problems are often pile up and the consequences for young people are very
serious. Young people are responsible for initiatives and solving their problems. This training will provide young people
with opportunities to learn about ways of organizing and running campaigns lifting activism and inclusion. These
campaigns are primarily addressed to young people, but to local residents, organizations and institutions, too.
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This project was created as a need of different youth organization across Europe based on the lack of educational
opportunities for youth workers that can enable them to bring the global dimension to the youth work. Global
Challenges and social problems (global interdependencies, MDG-s, environmental issues, climate change, social and
global injustice, social exclusion, intercultural dialogue and intolerance) are reflected equally all around in Europe,
affecting specially the young people which often remind behind because of social exclusion and this represent an
actual concern. This project will offer the opportunity for youth workers and leaders to explore deeper global topics and
social exclusion as well to bring these important dimensions in their work and act towards it. The project has a strong
dimension for exploring topics and realities in Europe (and around the world) as well a strong component in developing
skills for youth workers in street animation and campaigning techniques (street theatre, flash mobs, clowning, joggling,
face painting, balloon modulation, etc.) These methods can reach any groups in the community, are attractive and
proved to be extremely effective in sending across various messages (for informing or creating awareness) and that
can be directed for global education aims and reach social excluded young people as well as other actors and
stakeholders from local community. The project was developed as mutual effort from all 10promoters(5 from Program
Countries: Romania, Italy, Spain, Hungary, Turkey and 5 from Partners: Serbia(host),Macedonia, Albania, Kosovo and
Montenegro, to have a well balanced multiplying effect) are involved, with 24 participants as direct beneficiaries.TC
activity will take place in Serbia for a duration of 9days and will be focused on non-formal education and experiential
learning , trainers team having extensive experience working in Global Education and Street Campaigning using
participatory, practical and active methods.
The idea of this multilateral Youth exchange planned for 12 working days that includes EU countries and neighbouring
partner countries from Western Balkans (SEE) is to promote voluntarism of young people and volunteering in the area
of social work with the focus on the nonviolent behaviour through the method of forum theatre. The activities will take
place in Kikinda, Serbia. During 12 days work, we will host 30 participants from 6 countries (Serbia, Macedonia,
Croatia, Italy, Czech Republic and France). Will work on socially engaged performances based on non formal learning,
active participation and team work. These are basis which will help develop the quality of participant's involvement
further in project. The participants will work on an engaged performance so they could develop the main method
"learning by doing" and through this method they will exchange information, experience and knowledge. The main
priority is promotion of voluntarism of young people based on the topic of non violence and how young people perceive
this problem and the ways and solutions how their voluntary work can help in diminishing of it. The participants will be
divided into 3 groups so they would gain good practice, approaches, methods and tools so they could develop
voluntary work in their mother organizations.
NGO VIFÓ - Youth Forum of Vojvodina is organizing a Training Course called “Stand up for your rights!” on the topic of
Human Rights and Active Youth Participation. NGO VIFO is host organization within this project.
OBJECTIVES OF THE TRAINING COURSE:
- To make young people aware of human rights and to provide them with the skills and tools to enhance their activities
in this context;
- To further develop competences of participants in active youth participation, strategies and tools to enhance it,
especially focusing on youth information and local youth involvement;
- To promote international co-operation, sustain and widen existing networks of youth workers and youth leaders, and
initiate projects within the framework of the Youth in Action Programme.
PLANNED ACTIVITIES:
Workshops on Human Rights, their origin and legal protection, prejudice, discrimination and active youth participation;
introduction of NGOs and Youth in Action Programme; theatre workshops; visiting and working with local NGOs in
order to implement small local action on human rights promotion (street action, flash mob, interview, video
documentation); getting to know each other‟s culture through games and presentations, etc.
METHODS:
individual and group activities; using diversity of peer groups for the learning; presentations; thematic and creative
workshops; theatre workshops; role plays; learning by doing; enabling participants to apply and transfer what they
learnt to their youth work practise; street action; video documentation; discussions and so on.
The course is designed as an open learning process based on participants‟ experience and exchange. The training
course will follow the non-formal education approach.
The venue place of the training course is Mali Idjos (Serbia), in the dates of 30th June to 6th July, 2012.
We are expecting 24 participants from 4 countries: Hungary, Macedonia, Slovakia and Serbia.
Association Kulturanova is organizing a 10-days, youth exchange programme "Creative Democracy Exchange" with
young people from 6 European countries. This exchange will take place in Novi Sad, Serbia, in July, 2012.
"Creative Democracy Exchange" is project which seeks to address three general topics: youth (un)employment,
poverty and social exclusion. This project aims to present and explore possibilities for addressing concrete social
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issues/problems within the framework, using various methods for creative participation in public space, primarily
performance, but also dance theatre, public exhibitions, etc. Young people with different cultural backgrounds, from the
countries which encounter same, but different problems, will be learning, discussing, practicing and playing with
different methods of creative public participation. At the end, in collaboration with workshop leaders, group leaders and
artists involved in the project, these young people will produce three public performances which will address three
general topics. These performances will be presented on different locations - public spaces in Novi Sad at the end of
the exchange programme.
CREDE long-term objective is:
- to raise overall public awareness on the problem of youth unemployment, poverty and social exclusion.
CREDE specific objectives are:
- to provide a platform for creative intercultural exchange by confronting different local (national) perspectives and
specific local problems related to youth unemployment, poverty and social exclusion.
- to encourage youth participation, especially activism through artistic and creative actions, such as performance,
dance and theatre in public spaces.
- to promote volunteering as a way of active social participation, and a way to acquire knowledge and skills useful for
persons' professional development.
YE “How different, so much similar” will take place in Vrnjacka Banja in Serbia from 12 to 22 May 2012. Participation in
this project will take 42 young people from 8 countries (RS, BA, MK, AL, TR, CZ, IT and PT). The host organization of
the YE is NGO “IUVENTA".
These projects will deal specifically with the promotion of diversity in Europe and raise sense of tolerance and
understanding other cultures.
The problem of prejudices and conflicts are nowadays more and more real since there are many people that still are
opposed of the idea of multiculturalism. These problems are growing more and more between the neighbouring
countries, especially between some specific countries. A lot are the reasons for this situation like recent wars, history
and many other things which are connected to cultural differences.
During this YE we will use Indoor and Outdoor activities. During indoor activities youth will share experiences and
feelings about various topics relevant to them.
1) Educational workshops on the topic:
-mutual cultural, ethnic, religious diversity
-Creating a framework for sharing common values
-Tolerance
-Cultural identity and respect for difference
-Stereotypes, prejudices and discrimination
- Majority/minority cultural group
2) Video films on the topic of discrimination (linguistic, ethnic, racial, cultural,...)
The outdoor activities of this group of young people will be work with the local young people.
3) Activity povodom The Word Day of Cultural Diversity:
- performance on city streets to inform educate and raise awareness among the general public in order to increase
tolerance towards anything differently: encouraging creative action, motivating people in the community to accept
diversity
- photo exhibition "Show Differences"
- game "Find the word"
Shall apply an interactive approach of providing learning through experience and active exchange of knowledge
between participants.
The project “Youth Info channels” with seven day training as its main activity will take place in Novi Becej, Serbia.
Youth Club Novi Becej will be the host of training activity.
The theme of the project is Youth information with special emphasis on information regarding youth employment.
The objectives of the project are as follows:
- gaining knowledge on and utilization of various information channels;
- learning about and practicing communication skills with emphasis on using them on job interviews
- learning about different ways of accessing information and sharing it with various target groups of Young people
(secondary school children, marginalized groups);
- gaining knowledge of practical skills needed for job seeking (writing CVs, following letters etc.)
- learning about Youth Pass and its opportunities for unemployed young people;
- developing future cooperation through Youth in Action projects.
Implemented activities: preparation, implementation, evaluation, writing report and follow up.
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Partners in this project will be from Romania, Hungary, Slovakia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia. Each
organization will send 5 participants so there will be 25 of them.
Main elements which will be our methods are: using experiential learning, best practice examples, presentations and
discussions, debates and dialogue space, learning by doing, providing space for problem solving and conflict
resolution, individual and small group work, as well as plenary work.
Training course “F(orum)IGHT THE(atre) DISCRIMINATION!” organized by Educational centre from Leskovac, as the
hosting organization, in cooperation with Colectivo provincial de Lesbianas, Gays, Bisexuales y Transexuales de
Granada – Granada, Spain; Association Migration Solidarité et Echanges pour le Développement – Strasbourg,
France; Angeus Silesius House - Wroclaw, Poland; Hi neighbor - Banja Luka, Bosnia & Herzegovina and Centre for
intercultural dialogue - Kumanovo, FYROM will be held from 6th to 16th August 2012 on Vlasina lake (Serbia). The
main goal of the project is to contribute to the process of reduction of discriminative behaviour at European level
through the use of the technique of the theatre of the oppressed – forum theatre. This entails greater respect of
diversity, promotion of mutual understanding and tolerance, especially between youth, and as ultimate goal
contribution to the process of creating inclusive society which provides equal opportunities for all. Training is designed
to bring together 24 young people from 6 different countries who will at the beginning be introduced with all themes
which can facilitate better understanding of the concept of discrimination, and later they will create scenes in which will
be shown this negative social phenomenon. Process of work in forum theatre is going through following stages:
introducing with methods and techniques of transferring knowledge using the theatre, creating the performance with
forum theatre features and performing the plays. Workshops are designed on that way that they include games,
exercises, techniques which are used in group work, psychodrama and techniques which are specially developed for
the theatre of the oppressed. Participants of training course will also have opportunity to participate in “Travelling
caravan of activism” which will visit 4 cities in Southern Serbia. Caravan is planned for 11th August, day before
International day of youth.
The project “Europeans against discrimination!” is a youth exchange about dealing with violence against marginalized
groups. The youth exchange will gather 36 young people from different countries in order to give them possibility for
them to discuss and enable them to fight against violence that is being used on marginalized groups such as LGBT,
ethnic minorities (Roma, immigrants), disabled persons and other marginalized groups. We want to raise our voice
against violence and discrimination and xenophobia especially to vulnerable groups. Since Serbia is place where the
use of violence is "normal" especially towards LGBT community, we want to show the world that we are willing to start
from here and fight violence; we are ready to discuss problems of violence and show an example of its prevention and
stopping. Our partner organisations are all working with young people and together through non-formal education will
conclude to the world on how violence can be dealt with especially through education of young people.
Activity dates:15-24/6/2012
Where:Vrnjacka banja/Serbia
Partner countries: RS, MK, BA, AL, TR, PL, ES, IT, DE
Host organization:NGO"THE WORLD OF WORDS"
GIVE ME 5 MINUTES OF YOUR TIME is YE which participates 46 participants from 9 countries
The problem of violence-encompassing anything from domestic abuse to violence defining relations between entire
groups, communities and nations, stems largely from an ill-adopted gender- and sex pattern during the process of
socialisation. It is at this point that a division occurs, separating „the strong‟ from „the weak‟, torturers from the tortured,
„the superior‟ from „the inferior‟. Among those worst afflicted by this are girls, subject to all forms of gender
stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination. Young people of adolescent age, inhibited by their bodily urges, their
developing sexuality, and the rigid demands from within their surroundings, shape their personalities in such a way that
a proneness to conflict, intolerance and misogyny become established forms of their everyday dealings. Hence,
preventive action at this particular age proves conducive to mitigating tensions in interpersonal relations, to promoting
tolerance and peace. The project is intended for informing young people in 9 countries on the subject of gender-based
violence. The project aims at raising the awareness of gender-based violence and gender equality through informing
and instructing with a view to eliminating any such violence. The project itself is meant to motivate young people into
assuming an active role in bringing about changes in their own surroundings, and to inspire creative action so as to
bring the issue of gender inequality to the attention of respective local communities. We are planning to gather together
in one place, in Vrnjačka Banja, Serbia, young people from 9 countries in order to arrange for and stage a performance
simulating all manner of gender-based violence, providing striking examples of gender inequality.
"Youth creating their world" exchange will consists of eight-day where 25 interested unemployed youth from Serbia,
Hungary ,Macedonija, Slovenia and Romania with the aim of exchanging knowledge about traditional hand-craft work
from different cultures and new alternative art forms for the development of young people‟s skills and knowledge, who
are living in both urban and rural areas as way to self employ or get employed by using these newly learned skills.

Mr Robert Mesaros
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The venue place will be at Coka, Serbia.
The objectives of project are:
-broadening the cultural awareness among participants
-learning and developing practical skills and knowledge about traditional and new age alternative art
-creation of new art work products (combining traditional with new alternative art)
-making local exhibition of created products
-using IT and internet in disseminating and promoting their innovative art products
- encourage entrepreneurship/ways to self employ
- raising self confidence of unemployed youth
- learning basic about leading small business
All activities will be based on the principles of non-formal education, learning by doing and reflecting on participants‟
previous experiences we will provide a safe learning-space, where participants can creatively, freely, and openmindedly share, discuss, comment and express through art in an intercultural setting. Artistic workshops will find their
practical use in creating an opportunity for both urban end rural youth to employ themselves or get employed, to
encourage entrepreneurship and initiative taking. They will also give bases for unemployed youth to raise the level of
their self confidence that so often can be shaken by the fact that they are unemployed.
Youth projects should conquer public space and make out initiatives and demands more visible to common people.
T.C. 3.1. CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT - using city as an action tool, encourages youth workers to use ART ENGAGED
ACTIVISM as method that combines different innovative approaches to include general public into youth initiatives.
Urban Interventions, Community Public Art and Site specific theatre are artistic methods that can easily connect
community with certain social issues in creative and inclusive way. Our goal is to bring our enthusiasm on streets and
communicate our idea with wider population! TC will be great opportunity for youth workers to get fresh ideas and
obtain new skills that will help their initiatives spread in public.
Youth projects are sometimes far from common people, seminars held behind closed doors, exchanges that involve
only selected participants and they often do not include larger community. Creative engagement gives possibility to
include people around, passengers on the street, youth from the neighbourhood. It explores creative ways to
communicate through art, installations, street performances and graffiti with global population and to find solutions for
social issues in joint activities. TC will gather 30 participants from Italy, Slovenia, UK, Romania, Montenegro, Croatia,
Albania, Macedonia, France and Serbia to explore new possibilities for youth work. We will look at the history of these
practices from across the world over the past 30 years, how they have evolved and how can we apply them in our
strategies. All these art practices communicate with urban surrounding and citizens, using public space to question our
everyday living, decisions we undertake in politics, towards global issues and social changes. TC will be organized in
Belgrade in April, and it will combine workshops, lectures, visits to multimedia artists, learning by doing activities and
public presentations and discussions.
The project benefits 30 economically disadvantaged youngsters facing social and economic exclusion. These young
men and women with fewer opportunities don‟t usually participate in non-formal education events organized within the
framework of the YiA Programme or in other non-formal education events, for that matter. Reasons are many,
language barrier, lack of motivation and lack of compatible projects being the most dominant. However, on this
occasion, young people with fewer opportunities from Serbia, Macedonia, Bosnia, Romania, Bulgaria and Greece will
have an opportunity to participate in a 8-day long training that will be organized for their benefit in City of Leskovac,
Serbia.
Youngsters faced with social and economic exclusion aren‟t very motivated to volunteer as they, understandably
perhaps, don‟t see any practical or logical reason for them becoming a volunteer. Volunteering, after all, isn't a paying
job and, in their view, offers no real benefits to them. However, volunteering as a form of active engagement and as a
tool for development of one's personal, social and professional competences certainly can benefit economically
disadvantaged young men and women, too. Especially since activeness offered through volunteering programs tends
to open a range of opportunities for a young person, stimulating his/hers active engagement in social and economic
processes and greatly influencing his/hers employability.
This is our opinion anyway, which is however based on 12 years long youth work experience.
For these and several other reasons we will use this project to motivate youngsters faced with social and economic
exclusion for volunteering and help them realize benefits volunteering can offer to them in terms of personal, social and
professional advancement, among other things. This will be beneficial for advancement of their social and economic
status, as well as it will bring benefits to communities in which project participants live.
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“YiA in Sharp Action” will bring together 24 selected participants from six countries (Croatia, Romania, Italy, Albania,
Turkey and Serbia) for 6 days training course in Prijepolje, Serbia, in order to exchange ideas and practices, as well as
develop future projects together.
The main objective of this Training Course is to provide participants with the competences required in order to make
use of the opportunities offered by the YiA programme, and to realize such actions. Participants of the “YiA in Sharp
Action” will take part in non-formal-education activities that will give them the theoretical background on the
programme; they will be encouraged to share their experience and present their own best practices and examples of
activities; and they will work in groups to establish new projects, with a focus to Youth Exchanges on the themes of
Climate Change and Sustainable Development, in order to experience the practical aspects of project building in YiA.
For this project, JUMP is presenting new method called Sharp Action which will be used to present whole YiA project
application as easy and funny, so participants can get idea that project writing is easy-going game with great benefits.
Idea of TC is that participants through Sharp Action method use all information they get and immediately put them into
YiA application throughout various practical and motivational methods.
Training Course "Youth photo games" from 1st to 9th June 2012 is about promotion of voluntarism using creative
photography as a method for social inclusion of youth with fewer opportunities.
Venue: Sremski Karlovci, Serbia
The type of project: Training Course, Sub - Action 3.1
The theme is promotion of voluntarism values and inclusion of excluded youth groups through photography.
Target group on our training course are people actively involved in work with social excluded youth with psychological
problems – caused by stress (youth workers, youth leaders, volunteers, NGO activists, school teachers, social
workers).
Objectives:
- to increase awareness of the value and importance of volunteering as a form of active engagement and as a tool to
develop and improve competence for personal, social and professional development.
- to promote voluntarism values and inclusion as a most significant value working with youth with fewer opportunities –
youth with health psychological problems.
- to encourage excluded young people with fewer opportunities to play an active role in local community.
Duration: five months in total.
Training Course lasts: 9 days excluding travel days.
The countries involved: Serbia, Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Germany, Croatia, Italy, Macedonia, Malta, Portugal,
Romania, Russia, Spain, Turkey, Ukraine.
The Number of participants: 30
The implemented activities: art activities and learning sessions.
The applied methods: non-formal way of learning through experience of artistic methods working on creative
photography. Using creative photography expression, participants will multiply products acquired from our TC in their
every day work for youth. Methods includes: games, ice-breakers, team building exercises, individual and group
activities, work on practical examples in a small groups, workshops for making photography, creating photography,
photo sessions, video and working in contact with the nature.
Training course “Creative Youth Self Initiative“from 1-9 of April 2012 is about using creative methods and art for
promoting the access of unemployed young people to the new ways of self employment.
Venue: Sremski Karlovci, Serbia
The type of project: Training Course, Sub - Action 3.1
The theme is promoting the access of unemployed young people to the new ways of self employment through creative
learning and creating art products.
Target group are people actively involved in work with unemployed young people (youth workers, educators, youth
leaders, volunteers, etc.).
Objectives:
- to stimulate unemployed young people's mobility and active participation in local society
- to stimulate young people's spirit of initiative, their ability to think imaginatively and originally
- to encourage the development of "green" skills and behaviours among young people and youth workers and their
commitment to a more sustainable growth.
- to promote the access of unemployed young people to the Youth in Action Programme
Duration: five months in total.
Training Course lasts: 9 days
The countries involved: Serbia, Albania, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Bulgaria, Denmark, France, Greece, Hungary, Italy,
Latvia, Macedonia, Malta, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Turkey;
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The Number of participants: 34
The implemented activities: art activities and learning sessions.
The applied methods: non-formal way of learning. This includes: games, ice-breakers, team building exercises,
individual and group activities, art, work on practical examples in a small groups, workshops for recycling/making
cardboard furniture design, drawings, making objects, photography, video and working in contact with the nature.
The Project “The GREEN voice of YOUTH” will consists of a eight-day youth exchange between countries (Serbia,
Hungary, Bulgaria and Bosnia) and it will include 26 participants. Know How will be hosting organization so the youth
exchange will take place in Subotica, Serbia in the facilities of local ecological organization. The aim of this youth
exchange is raising awareness of ongoing issue climate change and ecology by using the power of medias (local
newspapers, radio and TV stations) and learning in a very practical way about different methods of media skills
(filming/interviews/pictures). Participants from the above-mentioned countries will learn through non-formal workshops,
learning by doing and reflecting on and exchanging their previous experiences, so the whole exchange will be based
on methods of non-formal education. Through the project we are planning preparation activities including APV visit,
implementation activities with exchange as it main activity, evaluation and follow up activities including dissemination
activities and reporting to the Executive Agency.
The objectives of ”The GREEN voice of YOUTH” are:
- foster mutual better understanding of ecological situation and culture in countries of participants
- developing a sense of ecological awareness
- encouraging youth to further influence medias, in the topic of ecology, in their own countries
- learning about ways to cooperate with the medias (newspapers‟ articles, photography, short films, web pages, PR) to
spread the message of ecology awareness
- a deeper understanding of ways to contribute to positive change for the environment
3.1 TC "Know It, Show It, Share It" will be organized from 07.07.2012 till 15.07.2012. in Nis, Serbia. It will gather 24
young people from 8 countries - Albania, FYR of Macedonia, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain, Serbia and Turkey, with
Club for Youth Empowerment 018 as a hosting organization.
TC will provide volunteers/activists/youth workers with theoretical knowledge and skills as well as methods on
intercultural communication and cultural diversity, with special focus on inclusion of youth coming from socially
excluded groups and encourage them to become more involved in the these issues on the local level in order to
contribute to the development of inclusive society. It will also educate them how to use creative methods that are close
to young people such as photography, Internet & social networks and street culture – break dance and graffiti in
intercultural communication and cultural diversity projects.
The participants will also gain basic knowledge about Youth in Action program and possibilities the program offers.
They will network to promote inclusion, tolerance and understanding between different ethnic groups and to organize
cultural diversity projects on local and European level.
Volunteering raising employability skills of youth is a training course that gathers 26 participants from Serbia, FYR
Macedonia, Kosovo, Croatia, Slovenia, Turkey and Portugal. The 8 day long training course will be hosted by applicant
organisation USMOC and held in Sremska Mitrovica in Serbia in May 2012.
The themes of the project are: youth unemployment; volunteering and non-formal education as tools for raising
employability of youth; learning styles; Youthpass, 8 key competences, YiA programme and new projects.
Objectives of the training course are:
- Sharing realities on youth employment and volunteering
- Discussing concepts of volunteering and NFE and their connection to employability skills of youth
- Learn about 8 key competences and Youthpass
- Developing volunteering and NFE programmes that further develop competences of unemployed youth
- Introduce YiA and encourage creation of future projects in the YiA frame with unemployed youngsters as a target
group of promoters
Project's activities are: preparation activities (including the participants, venue and travel, etc.), the training course with
active participation of participants and the evaluation of the participants and the partners, with meeting on the spot of
the team and online evaluation meeting of all the partners.
The course is designed as an open learning process based on participant experience and exchange. It will follow the
non-formal education approach where a combination of different creative and interactive methods will be used and
adapted upon the profile of participants. It will allow for the maximum participation and learning of the group.

Informacije u tabeli su preuzete sa internet prezentacije EACEA. Za više informacija o rezultatima u ovoj I ranijim grant rundama posetite prezentaciju:
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/youth/results_compendia/compendia_en.php

